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Abstract
Introduction: Statins are widely used in stroke patients. The AHA/ASA guidelines recommend aggressive statin therapy in atherosclerotic stroke patients.
Their beneficial effects are due to both their hypolipemic and pleiotropic properties. The aim of this study was to establish potential benefits from statin
use in ischemic stroke patients with the diagnosis of atrial fibrillation (AF).
Material and methods: Ischemic stroke patients with AF were enrolled in
the study. Group I, the statin group (n = 181), consisted of patients who
had been treated with statins before stroke. Group II, the non-statin group
(n = 153), consisted of patients who had not received such treatment in the
last year. In-hospital mortality and neurological deficit on admission and at
discharge were analyzed using the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale
(NIHSS) score.
Results: Patients from the non-statin group had greater initial and discharge
NIHSS scores (10 vs. 11.9, probability value p < 0.05; 7.6 vs. 9.5, p < 0.05 respectively). The improvement in NIHSS score was greater in the statin group
(73.5% vs. 59.5%, p < 0.01). In-hospital mortality was more frequent in the
non-statin group (9.9% vs. 18.3%, p < 0.05).
Conclusions: Despite the predominant use of statins in atherothrombotic
stroke patients, we demonstrated the beneficial effects of statins in cardioembolic stroke patients. Detailed cardiovascular screening for statin therapy
should be carried out in all AF patients with regard to primary and secondary
stroke prevention.
Key words: stroke, outcome, atrial fibrillation, anticoagulant prophylaxis,
statin, embolism.

Introduction
Ischemic stroke is a leading cause of death and disability in adults,
with the incidence increasing with age. The main cause of stroke is arterial atherothrombosis, which is responsible for 75% of strokes. Atrial
fibrillation (AF) may be present in about 20–25% of all stroke patients,
and in up to 36% of patients over 80 years of age [1–3]. According to
the results of the Framingham Study, the presence of AF increases the
incidence of stroke fivefold, which is greater than the increase caused
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by coronary heart disease, hypertension, or cardiac failure [4]. Patients with embolic strokes are
at greater risk of death, discharge disability and
risk of intracerebral hemorrhage in thrombolytic
therapy [5].
The most effective and primary treatment in
terms of primary and secondary prevention of
cardioembolic stroke is oral anticoagulant therapy [6]. Statins reduce the incidence of stroke
(odds ratio, OR = 0.80; 95% confidence interval
(CI): 0.74–0.87; p < 0.00001) [7]. In the primary
prevention of stroke, the statin therapy target in
individuals without any risk factors is < 160 mg/
dl according to the National Cholesterol Education
Program (NCEP) Expert Panel on Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Cholesterol in Adults
(Adult Treatment Panel III) recommendations [8].
The American Heart Association/American Stroke
Association (AHA/ASA) guidelines for secondary
prevention in patients with stroke of 2014 recommend statin therapy with intensive lipid-lowering
effects among patients with stroke presumed
to be of atherosclerotic origin even when the
low-density lipoprotein-cholesterol (LDL-C) level
is < 100 mg/dl with or without any other cardiovascular risk factors [9]. The recommended initiation and goal level of LDL-C is currently decreasing, even to 70 mg/dl in very high risk patients
[10]. According to these guidelines, patients with
cardioembolic stroke are not candidates for such
treatment. Available data suggest that more factors should be taken into consideration for statin
therapy initiation and the goal values of LDL-C
such as AF, carotid intima-media thickness, stress
or chronic kidney disease [11–13].
Over the years, it has become increasingly evident that the lower the LDL-C levels are, the greater are the benefits for stroke patients. In spite of
the beneficial effects of aggressive statin therapy
in stroke prevention proven by the Stroke Prevention by Aggressive Reduction in Cholesterol Levels (SPARCL) study, such treatment should not be
generalized to include nonatherosclerotic stroke
patients because cardioembolic stroke patients
were excluded from the study [14–16]. The study
even suggested that statin therapy should not be
initiated in cardioembolic stroke patients unless
other cardiovascular indications are evident [16].
It is worth noting that the main focus has been
on the atherosclerotic pathomechanism of stroke;
however, there are available data suggesting a potentially important role of statins in embolic stroke
patients. Theoretically, the beneficial effect of
statins may result from the pleiotropic properties
that reflect the interactions within the immune
system and inflammatory molecules. This group
of drugs is proven to exert multidirectional effects,
including effects on reactive oxygen species devel-
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opment, clot formation, and brain plasticity [17].
The first observations linking the histological findings and the presence of inflammation in AF were
presented by Frustaci et al. [18]. The presence of
inflammatory markers such as C-reactive protein
(CRP) is associated with the presence of AF and
predicts the future development of arrhythmias.
However, it is not clear whether the initiation of AF
activates direct inflammatory effects or whether
the presence of a preexisting systemic inflammatory state promotes further persistence of AF [19].
It has been demonstrated that premorbid statin
use is connected with higher grades of collateral
circulation detected on cerebral angiography [20].
There are studies where the authors assessed the
efficacy of statin therapy in AF patients. The potentially beneficial effects of statins in paroxysmal
AF patients were not observed in relation to mortality and AF recurrence [21]. In a 5-year follow-up,
the non-atherosclerotic stroke patients who had
statins prescribed at discharge were at lower risk
of death and future cardiovascular events [22].
The beneficial effects of statins have been proven
in the primary prevention of stroke. In the largest meta-analysis of pre-stroke statin use, an improved outcome was observed at 30 and 90 days,
but there was no AF subgroup analysis [23]. There
is limited information about the potential use
and effectiveness of pre-stroke statins in embolic
stroke patients. Different factors may increase the
in-hospital mortality in stroke patients; thus, we
also considered this [24].
The aim of the study was to analyze the impact
of pre-stroke statin use on in-hospital outcomes
and mortality in cardioembolic stroke patients.

Material and methods
Characteristics of patients. The retrospective analysis included medical documentation of
ischemic stroke patients (n = 2000) who were
screened based on their history of AF. The additional inclusion criterion was the availability of
information regarding statin use before stroke. All
patients were Caucasians. We included 334 of 565
screened patients with AF-originated cardioembolic stroke after exclusion of other known causes
of stroke and cardioembolism. The exclusion criterion was a lack of information regarding prestroke statin use. Group I, the statin group, consisted of 181 patients who had been treated with
statins directly before the stroke, while group II,
the non-statin group (n = 153) was composed of
patients who had not undergone such treatment.
The population sample size was sufficient for the
analysis with anticipated AF incidence of 25%;
confidence level (CL) 95%; and CI 5%. Death as
an endpoint was used in the primary group, for
which at least 536 patients were needed. Analysis
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was performed on the basis of information available from patient history, additional test results,
and other medical records. The medical history
was obtained from medical documentation and
self-reports of patients. Participants underwent
standard physical examination and laboratory and
additional tests. Patients were treated according
to the same guidelines of conventional medical practice. The definition of stroke used was
that provided by the World Health Organization
(WHO) [25, 26]. The AF was defined as any type
of AF detected during hospitalization or confirmed
by previous medical records. Statins were used in
different doses. Three types of statins were used:
atorvastatin, simvastatin, and rosuvastatin.
According to the Local Ethical Committee,
approval was not needed (decision number KB0012/226/05/18).

Statistical analysis
The objective of this trial was to investigate the
alternative hypothesis that pre-stroke statin use
positively influences the in-hospital outcome and
mortality in cardioembolic stroke patients (the
biological null hypothesis was that there were
no significant improvements in stroke patients
who used statins within the pre-hospital period). Two main types of variables were assessed:
measurement and nominal variables. To assess
the equality of variances of variables (age, total
cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, triglycerides (TG), NIHSS
score), the Brown-Forsyth test was used before
a comparison of means. The test did not show
significance for age or the National Institutes
of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score variables;
hence, a two-sample t-test was used for age and
NIHSS assessment. Because of the skewness and
non-normality of the distributions between the
remaining nominal variables (Shapiro-Wilk test),
the results were presented as a number (percentage) for qualitative variables or a median for
quantitative variables. These data, which included data for the two groups, were compared using
the nonparametric Mann-Whitney U-test and the
exact Fisher test. Multivariable logistic regression models including patients’ age, sex, arterial
hypertension, ischemic heart disease, previous
myocardial infarction, diabetes mellitus, smoking, previous stroke or transient ischemic attack, previous anticoagulants usage, initial lipid
profile, and international normalized ratio (INR)
as independent variables were used to identify
independent predictors of lack of improvement,
progression, or death.
A value of p < 0.05 was considered to indicate
statistical significance. All statistical analyses
were performed with Statistica 12 software.

Results
The characteristics of the analyzed groups in
terms of the main risk factors for stroke (both
groups consisted of AF patients) are presented in
Table I. Significantly lower LDL-C, total cholesterol
and TG plasma concentrations were found in the
statin group. There was also a slight difference in
the HDL-C levels between the groups, but this was
not significant. We did not find any differences
between the groups with regard to other cardiovascular risk factors. The statin therapy was continued in all statin group patients and introduced,
due to their lipid profiles, in 60.3% of patients from
the non-statin group. At least 2 points were scored
on the CHA2DS2VASc scale by 93.6% of patients in
the statin group and by 93.9% of patients in the
non-statin group (nonsignificant difference).
We observed a significantly lower neurological
deficit, using the NIHSS, on admission and at discharge from hospital in the statin group than in
the non-statin group (Table II).
Intrahospital recovery after stroke (NIHSS score
on discharge vs. initial NIHSS score) was found to
be significantly more frequent in AF patients treated with statins before stroke onset (Figure 1).
In-hospital mortality was 9.9% in the statin
group and 18.3% in the non-statin group, a significant difference (Figure 2). The causes of death in
the groups were as follows: stroke – 10 patients,
pulmonary embolism – 1 patient, myocardial infarction – 2 patients, circulatory insufficiency –
4 patients, chronic renal failure – 1 patient (statin
group); and stroke – 14, myocardial infarction – 4,
circulatory insufficiency – 7, bilateral pneumonia –
1, chronic renal failure – 2 individuals (non-statin
group).
A multivariable logistic regression analysis was
performed to identify independent predictors of
lack of improvement, neurological progression,
or death. We found that female sex and coronary
heart disease (CHD) were predictors of absence of
change or worsening of condition on the NIHSS
during hospitalization in the statin group, while
age and previous stroke were the corresponding
predictors in the non-statin group (Table III). The
predictors of death during hospitalization were
age, CHD, and diabetes in the statin group and age
alone in the non-statin group (Table III).

Discussion
We presented an analysis of ischemic stroke
patients suffering from embolic stroke. Despite
the primary interest and research in statin therapy being with regard to the atherosclerotic pathomechanism of stroke, there has been emerging
evidence of potential beneficial effects of this
group of drugs in cardioembolic stroke patients.
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Table I. Characteristics of groups in terms of the main risk factors for stroke
Risk factor

Statin group (n = 181) Non-statin group (n = 153)

P-value

80, 70–85#

78, 72–84#

0.384*

Male

59 (32.6)

39 (25.5)

0.155*

Female

122 (67.4)

114 (74.5)

Arterial hypertension, n (%)

162 (89.5)

137 (89.5)

0.995*

Ischemic heart disease, n (%)

111 (61.3)

90 (58.8)

0.694*

Previous myocardial infarction, n (%)

28 (15.5)

26 (17)

0.811*

Diabetes mellitus, n (%)

64 (37.4)

46 (31.1)

0.329*

Smoking, n (%)

29 (16.1)

26 (17.2)

0.863*

Previous stroke, n (%)

41 (22.7)

27 (17.9)

0.454*

1

29 (16.1)

20 (13.2)

0.450*

2

8 (4.4)

5 (3.3)

0.527**

3

3 (1.7)

4 (2.6)

0.435**

Previous transient ischemic attack, n (%)

8 (4.4)

4 (2.7)

0.782**

Previous anticoagulants, n (%)

12 (6.7)

6 (4)

0.673**

Previous antiaggregants, n (%)

68 (37.6)

65 (42.9)

0.886*

Previous anti-diabetic drugs, n (%)

45 (24.9)

37 (24.2)

0.494*

Previous antihypertensives, n (%)

101 (55.8)

127 (83)

0.991*

Total cholesterol

84–298; 176.5 ±40.87

82–318; 178 ±43.79

0.003***

LDL cholesterol

30–224; 106.6 ±34.61

32–252; 108 ±36.78

< 0.001***

HDL cholesterol

12–118; 48.9 ±16.40

21–114; 47.5 ±14.89

0.472***

Triglycerides

36–284; 108.9 ±42.05

39–394; 109.7 ±46.11

< 0.001***

17–45; 27.8 ±7.27

18–30.5; 23.9 ±4.21

0.081*

18–42.3; 27.4 ±5.71

18–45; 28.2 ±5.83

0.343*

ICA significant stenosis, n (%)

26 (14.8)

20 (13.8)

0.880*

Therapeutic INR, n (%)

10 (5.5)

6 (3.9)

0.801**

Age, median, range [years]
Gender, n (%):

Number of strokes, n (%):

Lipids profile (min.–max.; mean ± SD) [mg/dl]:

BMI (min.–max.; mean ± SD) [kg/m2]:
Male
Female

#

Quartiles Q1–Q3; *Mann-Whitney U test; **exact Fisher test; ***Student’s t-test.

Table II. Initial and discharge NIHSS score in patients included in groups I and II
NIHSS

Group I (n = 181)

Group II (n = 153)

P-value

Initial (min.–max.;
mean ± SD)

3–38; 10.0 ±8.58

4–33; 11.9 ±8.40

0.024*

On the day of discharge
(min.–max.; mean ± SD)

0–38; 7.6 ±8.59

0–33; 9.5 ±8.92

0.035*

*Two-sample t-test.
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73.5

18.3
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59.5

Percentage
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Figure 1. Intrahospital recovery after stroke in AF
patients treated with statins before stroke onset. Recovery: group I vs. group II, p = 0.0067; no
change: group I vs. group II, p = 0.0074; worsening:
group I vs. group II, p = 0.7666

Group II

Figure 2. Significantly more frequent death in AF
patients not treated with statins before stroke onset (group I vs. group II; p = 0.0203)

Table III. Multivariable regression of predictors in groups
Parameter

P-value

–95% CL
+95% CL

Odds ratio

–95% CL
+95% CL

Female sex*

0.01

0.25
1.91

2.94

1.29
6.75

CHD*

0.02

–1.7
–0.19

0.38

0.17
0.83

Age**

0.02

0.007
0.09

1.05

1.0
1.09

Previous stroke**

0.02

0.13
1.93

2.81

1.14
6.89

Age***

0.01

0.02
0.17

1.1

1.02
1.19

CHD***

0.03

–4.38
–0.21

0.1

0.01
0.81

Diabetes***

0.004

–20.9
–0.04

0.31

0.1
0.96

Age****

0.01

0.02
0.14

1.08

1.02
1.15

*Predictors of a lack of improvement or worsening in NIHSS during hospitalization in statin group; **predictors of a lack of improvement or
worsening in NIHSS during hospitalization in non-statin group; ***predictors of death during hospitalization in statin group; ****predictors
of death during hospitalization in non-statin group.

In our group of patients, we observed significantly lower plasma concentrations of LDL-C, total
cholesterol, and TG in the statin group. A slight
difference in the HDL-C levels was also present
between the groups, but this result was not significant. We did not observe any differences between
the groups with regard to other cardiovascular
risk factors. In our opinion, the significant differences were probably due to the hypolipemic effect
of statins used in statin group individuals, which
was a consequence of the inclusion criterion. We
did not analyze the possible confounding effect of
the treatment of cardiovascular disorders.
We observed a significantly lower neurological
deficit in NIHSS on admission and at discharge
from the hospital in the statin group than in the
non-statin group (Table II). These results are clinically important, as there were no differences in
the classical cardiovascular risk factors besides

the lipid profile and history of statin use. The most
logical explanation for the observed difference in
neurological deficit between the two groups is the
effect of statins. The effect of statins on neurological deficit in stroke patients may also come
from the pleiotropic activity of statins [27]. This
activity was observed in a group of stroke patients
with initially low LDL-C levels who were later administered statins and compared to non-users of
statins in the pre-stroke period. The first group
had better functional outcomes [28].
In our analysis, we found the incidence of AF
to be 28.2% in stroke patients, which is similar
to the reports from other authors in this region
[3]. The beneficial effects of statin therapy at the
time of stroke onset have been revealed in several
studies [23]. To our knowledge, the only study that
was focused on AF stroke patients and pre-stroke
statin use (n = 1030) showed a 32% reduction in
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the frequency of severe stroke (OR = 0.68; 95% CI:
0.5–0.92; p = 0.011) defined as a modified Rankin
scale (mRs) score ≥ 4 points at 30 days [29].
In our analysis, we also concentrated on the
in-hospital mortality. In the statin group it was
9.9%, while in the non-statin group it was as high
as 18.3%; the difference was statistically significant. Taken together with the results presented
above, we also observed the beneficial effects of
statin use in the pre-stroke period with regard
to mortality. There was an analysis performed
of stroke patients in the follow-up lasting 22.2
months [30]. The mortality rate in this period was
lower in the statin users than in those not using
statins. The effect was observed in both low- and
high-potency statin groups, but therapy did not affect the stroke recurrence rate [31]. On the other
hand, mortality was not related to statin use in
paroxysmal AF patients without stroke [21]. The
lack of such effects in non-stroke patients may
confirm the importance of the pleiotropic effects
of statins in stroke patients as there are multidirectional, inflammatory cascades activated on
stroke onset. In the follow-up of patients who had
suffered stroke and were subsequently treated
with statins compared to non-users, there was no
difference between the groups in the risk of recurrent stroke. The only beneficial effect of statins
was the reduced risk of death during any hospitalization in the follow-up period [32].
We also analyzed the predictors of lack of improvement or neurological decline during hospitalization. The predictors with the greatest impact
were a history of previous stroke in the non-statin group and female sex in the statin group (OR
2.81 and 2.94 respectively). The analysis of negative predictors of death showed that age had the
greatest impact in both groups of patients. In the
statin group CHD and diabetes were additionally
detected as negative predictors of death, which is
an interesting observation when considering that
this group usually had better outcomes. We conclude that taking statins is one of the independent
factors negatively affecting prognosis in stroke patients.
We have shown that the administration of
statins before stroke is associated with a lower
frequency of circulatory insufficiency as a cause of
death, which can be linked to the cardioprotective
effect of statins. This effect may be responsible for
the low mortality of the statin group.
The effect of statins was not affected by oral
anticoagulant therapy, as we did not observe differences between the groups in relation to anticoagulant therapy or frequency of achieved therapeutic INR. There was a slightly higher frequency
of anticoagulant treatment before hospitalization
in the statin group, but this difference was not
significant. If this correlation had been confirmed
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on a greater scale and with statistical significance,
then anticoagulant therapy would have been considered as a factor affecting outcome in the statin
group.
We also found a very small proportion of patients who had used oral anticoagulants despite
the presence of indications according to the
CHA2DS2VASc scale. In the years 2010 to 2013,
this scale was not widely used in Poland and the
knowledge of such a need was not sufficient. According to our findings, we suggested detailed
screening for cardiovascular risk factors beside
the CHA2DS2VASc scale and initiated statin therapy in all suitable patients with AF in regard of
primary stroke prevention [33]. The prevalence of
dyslipidaemia in Poland is 60–70% in adults [34].
It seems to be of importance as patients with AF
may be undermanaged in terms of statin prescription. This may apply to all AF patients and patients
with a history of embolic stroke as a means of secondary stroke prevention [35]. Ischemic stroke patients with AF should be stratified more carefully,
especially given that epidemiological trends indicate a decrease in the atherosclerotic risk factor
profile associated with an increasing tendency for
cardiac embolism [36].
The safety of potential intensified statin therapy
in primary stroke prevention of AF patients needs
to be established, although it may be entirely safe
for intravenously thrombolyzed patients [37].
The limitation of our study is the lack of differentiation between the duration, doses, and types
of statins that were used by the patients. The differences in statin pharmacokinetics and strength
of dosage may be important factors affecting the
results. The limitation of the mortality analysis
may be the size of the group, because in calculating the dichotomous endpoint, there should
be at least 536 patients (268 in each group). We
surpassed that number in the primary analysis
with 565 patients, but the final number of included patients was less than optimal. However, it is
too early to draw a clear conclusion on a clinically
relevant relationship between pre-stroke statin
use and in-hospital mortality in stroke patients
due to the small sample size. The sample size may
have also played a role in the appearance of some
confounding factors, and differences between the
groups could have been observed had the analysis been performed on a larger group. A difference
between the groups regarding statin use during
hospitalization may have also affected our results.
We cannot ignore that the observed results
may only be reflective of superior general health
care status of statin group patients, although we
did not reveal any other significant differences
between the groups. We also did not perform
a post-hospital follow-up of mortality and mRs for
neurological deficit assessment.
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In conclusion, the use of statins in the prestroke
period seems to be beneficial with regard to risk of
death and neurological deficit in the acute phase
of stroke. The final impact on stroke survival and
outcome is a consequence of effects of multiple
factors, and statins may be one of them. Despite
the predominant use of statins in atherothrombotic strokes, we demonstrated the beneficial effects of statins in cardioembolic stroke patients.
We suggest detailed cardiovascular screening for
statin therapy in all AF patients with regard to primary and secondary stroke prevention.
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